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Introduction

The main goal of this thesis was to study the association between affect and physiological 
markers. We showed that it is possible to measure physiological biomarkers in samples 
which can be obtained non-invasively in an intensive day-to-day study. In addition, a 
new platform to combine diary data with data from existing wireless-enabled wearable 
technology devices, like Fitbit, or smartwatches was presented. In the second part of the 
thesis, the techniques explored in part one were applied. The associations between both 
positive affect (PA) and negative affect (NA), and physiological measures, obtained 
from the general population and healthy individuals were explored. The findings in this 
thesis imply that PA has a positive effect on health, since increased PA is associated with 
lower levels of somatic symptoms and detrimental biomarkers. This was shown both at the 
group level, and within individuals. However, the associations found within individuals are 
heterogeneous, meaning that the associations are different for each individual. The main 
findings in context of existing literature, the implications, the strengths and limitations of 
the studies described in this thesis, and suggestions for future research will be discussed 
in this chapter. 

Part 1: New methods in biological sample collection
Several options to measure physiological processes in a non-invasive manner were stu-
died. It was demonstrated that inflammatory markers can be measured in urine, using 
protein-based multiplex techniques. Several biomarkers showed sufficient variability over 
time to perform time series analyses (chapter 2). Furthermore, the use of biomarkers 
measured in hair is assumed to be a valid way to determine levels of cortisol over an 
extended period of time, i.e. months1. We showed that urinary free cortisol correlates 
low to moderate with levels of hair cortisol (chapter 3). However, not all biomarkers of 
interest could be measured in specific non-invasive samples. It was not possible to detect 
BDNF in saliva of healthy individuals (chapter 4). 

To date no studies were present showing the variance of multiple inflammatory mar-
kers in healthy individuals and studying its association with affect over time. However, the 
search for non-invasive ways to measure systemic physiological processes over a longer 
period of time is becoming more common2. Collecting data at the within-individual level 
brings us closer to exploring processes on an individual level, which can diverge highly 
from the average3. Group findings reveal whether individuals with more PA have lower 
levels of inflammatory markers. This is in contrast to findings on the individual level, which 
demonstrate whether an increase of PA leads to lower levels of inflammatory markers, 
or vice versa. The heterogeneity between individuals in cross-sectional studies may ca-
mouflage the truly existing processes in individuals and hamper the understanding of 
causal processes. In addition, cross-sectional findings are often interpreted as causal 
findings, but this is not necessarily true. The difference between group averages and in-
dividuals is also displayed in this thesis (chapter 6).
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Several studies have been published on the expression of cortisol, inflammatory mar-
kers, and hormones in for example saliva, hair, urine and sweat4–9. Practical issues have 
to be taken into account, when measuring biomarkers in non-invasive samples. First, pre-
sence and stability of biomarkers in the sample should be considered, in addition to the 
validity and accuracy of the technique to measure the concentration of biomarkers in the 
particular sample. For example, it was unfortunately not possible to measure BDNF in sa-
liva. This might be due to the fact that BDNF is not secreted in saliva. However, there are 
studies which show otherwise and demonstrate that BDNF is present in saliva10,11. It could 
also be that commercial available techniques are not yet sensitive enough to measure low 
expression of these molecules, or that assay protocols need to be optimized to measure 
markers in saliva. For urine it is not possible to measure each systemically expressed bio-
marker in urine due to the size and electrical charge of the molecule, and the ability of 
the kidney to filter the molecules12,13. 

The different sampling methods reflect distinct timelines of expression, and each of 
them has their own application and usability in specific study designs. When interested 
in expression of markers over a longer period of time, hair is suitable, since it reflects 
concentration levels over several months14. In contrast, markers measured in 24-hour urine 
reflect levels of biomarkers of the past day. Saliva is another source of non-invasive sam-
ples, and covers a recent concentration of biomarkers15. It is therefore highly dependable 
on the goal of the study and the research question, which biomaterial should be selected. 
In the second part of this thesis, we studied the association between affect and health. 
Affect, especially affective states, are swiftly alternating processes, which can change 
within an hour. Physiological processes, especially processes which are part of the defin-
ed homeostasis, are characterized by a rapid turnover of involved proteins and biologi-
cal complexes16,17. Especially for something as complicated as biobehavioral processes, 
in vivo studies reveal more about the association between stressful events, NA, PA, and 
expression of biomarkers. However, a high measurement frequency is preferable, since 
it is the only way to understand those swift homeostatic processes. To find a convenient 
way to collect continuous data or data with narrow time gaps is a challenge. In this thesis 
we introduced methods which facilitate relatively high frequency data collection to study 
biobehavioral processes. 

Present day technologies enable us to collect and analyze big data. In the Nether-
lands over 80% of the adults possess a smartphone18, a powerful tool in the collection of 
intensive day-to-day data on a national scale. In chapter 6 we used data of the diary 
study ‘HowNutsAreTheDutch’. This is an online study, designed to investigate mental health 
in the general population19. Due to a smart design, easy accessibility and smartphone 
use, it was relatively simple to collect a lot of data, of many individuals, in a rather short 
period of time. In addition, smartwatches or other forms of data-collecting units are also 
increasingly popular. Heart rate, sleep, and physical activity can be measured in a simple 
way. This data, particularly when combined with diary studies, can be very informative 
in the field of biobehavioral research. In the last decade, people became captivated 
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by the concept of collecting personal health information by tracking activity, heart rate, 
respiratory rates, sleep and so on, a movement called Quantified Self (QS). Although the 
sensors are not as precise as ambulatory physiological recorders, for example Electro-
cardiography (ECG) and Electroencephalography (EEG), they can measure physiological 
parameters over a longer period of time. Still, handling the data is becoming increasingly 
an issue in the era of big data and intensive day-to-day studies. A technical platform to 
combine data from wearables and diary studies was not present to date. In chapter 5 
Physiqual was presented. Physiqual is a program which fills this technical gap and makes 
it easier to combine diary data and physiological data, provided by the participant fil-
ling out an online diary study while wearing a wearable during the study period. 
Also in laboratorial techniques, developments have been made. Multiplex assays simul-
taneously measure multiple analytes of interest in a single run, and show acceptable 
reliability and variability20. High-sensitive assays allow analyzing low concentrations 
of biomarkers. And patches analyzing sweat or dipsticks urinalysis, interpreted by the 
smartphone, are increasingly available21,22. Both the concept of QS and the easy to ap-
ply techniques open the way to more intensive and day-to-day studies. 

Part 2: Association between affect and physiology
The next step of the main study was to apply the aforementioned techniques and to study 
the association between affect and health indicators at both the between-individual and 
within-individual level. Two striking main findings are demonstrated through all studies in 
part two. First, inversed associations were found between PA and somatic symptoms and 
markers indicating physiological health, even when adjusted for levels of NA. Second, 
considerable heterogeneity of the within-individuals associations between affect and 
physiological processes was detected. 
In all three studies in part two (chapter 6: Affect and somatic symptoms, chapter 7: Affect 
and allostatic load, and chapter 8: Affect and inflammatory markers), PA has a signifi-
cant inverse association with unfavorable health outcomes, whereas NA appears to play 
a less substantial role. It is important to mention that all three studies are done in healthy 
volunteers, or the general population, with generally higher levels of PA than NA. Howe-
ver, levels of PA do not necessarily show larger variability than NA within individuals, or 
at the group level in the studies. Therefore, a larger variability for PA is not the main rea-
son for the results presented in this thesis, and makes these findings even more interesting. 

To date, most studies comprising long-term intensive day-to-day studies have included 
depressed individuals, or (former) patients with a particular disease23,24. This is compre-
hensible assuming healthy individuals express only low levels of inflammatory markers, 
which are hard to measure. Thus, the chance of finding associations might be low. Howe-
ver, when omitting healthy individuals, the basic associations between emotions, affect 
and stress and biomarkers will not be understood. In chapter 8 associations between 
affect and urinary inflammatory markers at individual levels are presented. This chapter 
also confirmed that urinary markers are of ecological value in biobehavioral research in 
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healthy individuals, and underlined the findings on variability which were described in the 
chapter on biomarkers in urine (chapter 2). Moreover, PA might have a critical role in the 
inhibition of expression of inflammatory markers in healthy individuals, implying that also 
a decrease in PA may play a role in the etiology of depression and other non-communi-
cable disease25. These findings are in contrast with other studies, which focused on the role 
of an increase of NA and negative constructs in the etiology of disease26–28.

Theoretical and practical implications

The need for biomarkers in mental health care 
In the first part of this thesis, the possibility of measuring biomarkers in a non-invasive 
way was explored. The interest in biomarkers in relation to understanding, diagnosing 
and monitoring progression of disease becomes apparent when performing a search in 
academic search engines. Especially in the last decade, the number of papers on bio-
markers in relation mental health has increased exponentially. Recent developments in 
high-throughput technologies, such as genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, for example 
microarrays, enabled the discovery of many biomarkers in somatic disease29. And also 
for mental disease, this search is ongoing30–32. Nonetheless, it is rare to find a novel, uni-
que, sensitive and specific biomarker for a particular disease. Moreover, an important 
explanatory note should be made, when considering the interpretation and conclusions of 
cross-sectional –omics studies. In this thesis, it is shown that there is a tremendous variation 
in the expression within- and between individuals of inflammatory markers. The translati-
on of group findings into a specific biomarker for the individual patient in mental health 
care is complicated and should therefore be done with great care.

In somatic disease, the use of biomarkers to monitor disease progression is already 
common. One of the most well-known is for example the creatinine level in blood and 
urine which is, among others, used to diagnose, stage and monitor kidney disease33,34. In 
mental disease, use of biomarkers is less common. Diagnosing mental disease and mo-
nitoring effects of nowadays’ treatments is done based on symptoms, and change in the 
intensity of symptoms which are felt and expressed by the patient. An additional way 
of for example monitoring the effect of treatments in psychiatry is more than welcome, 
especially when potentially harmful medication or other treatments are used. However, 
defining biomarkers for mental diseases is much more complicated for several reasons. 
Firstly, the mechanism of many mental diseases is not well understood. Secondly, men-
tal diseases affect the central nervous system, while measured biomarkers are often a 
reflection of systemic concentrations. Although the central nervous system communicates 
effectively with the peripheral system35,36, the mechanism of this communication system, 
especially its role in the etiology in mental disease, is also still not well understood. 

Biomarkers might also increase our understanding of interactions between mental pro-
cesses and somatic health. In chapter 6 we studied eight different inflammatory markers 
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in relation to affective states, and in chapter 8 we studied the association between af-
fective traits and allostatic load (AL). AL is a sum score of markers of different systemic 
processes, for example inflammatory, cardiovascular and metabolic, and is a measure of 
cumulative biological strain. AL might be a better predictor of morbidity and mortality 
than metabolic syndrome37, especially in elderly. To date, no study was done on the asso-
ciation between PA, NA and AL in such a large cohort of the general population. 

Affect, inflammation and disease – a suggested mechanism
Several bodily systems connect the central nervous system (CNS) and the periphery, and 
could thus contribute to the link between affect and health. The two main systems are the 
Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal (HPA)-axis and the autonomic nervous system with the 
sympathetic and the parasympathetic branches. Activation of the sympathetic nervous 
system (SNS), and inhibition of the parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) through the 
vagal nerve in stressful situations increase heart rate, and blood pressure38. Also the 
lymphoid organs are innervated by the ANS, providing a route via which affect can 
influence the immune system39. Besides immune cells, there are other cells which express 
inflammatory markers. For example vascular endothelial and smooth muscle cells, both 
abundantly present in the vascular system, express cytokines as well. The vascular system 
is directly influenced by the SNS and under influence of an increase of blood pressure 
and mechanic stretch of cells stimulates the expression of cytokines40. It is possible that 
NA increases mechanic stretch due to activation of the SNS and inhibition of the PNS, 
and PA lowers mechanic stretch due to inhibition of the SNS and activation of the PNS41, 
thereby influencing release of inflammatory markers is regulated this way. Increase of 
mechanic stretch than causes a release of inflammatory cytokines in stressful situations or 
in case of increased NA, and this would explain the relatively swift rise in concentration 
of inflammatory markers. Moreover, prolonged mechanical stretch influences gene ex-
pression, protein expression, and cell characteristics42. Intense and prolonged mechanical 
stretch might influence DNA methylation, telomere length, or cell senescence, a permanent 
state of cell cycle-arrest43, which is associated with future cardiovascular disease. 

Inflammatory markers and affect: In sickness and in health?
Sometimes, choosing a different perspective to approach a problem might lead to sur-
prising answers. One of the main reasons to study the association between affect and 
inflammatory markers was the awareness of the role of inflammation in the etiology of 
depressive disorders44. Depressive disorders are associated with inflammation, immune 
cell activation, and dysregulation of the immune system45. The mechanism underlying this 
association is largely unknown. However, the link between mood disorders and the immu-
ne system is apparent46.

It is currently thought that depression is an increase of negative emotions associated 
with an overload of stress and negative events. Several studies show that stressful events, 
and negative emotions increase the expression of inflammatory markers, which leads to 
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an increased risk of (psycho)pathological conditions47–50. Nonetheless, literature suggests 
that positive emotions play a protective role in the etiology of depressive symptoms, and 
are associated with lower levels of inflammatory markers51–53. In addition, several studies 
suggest that individuals with higher PA report less symptoms, are healthier and survival in 
this group is higher54. In chapter 8, an increase in inflammatory markers was associated 
with a decrease in PA and an increase in NA in several healthy individuals. Inflammation 
is known to induce sickness behavior. However, our study was done in healthy individuals, 
and apparently ‘sickness behavior’ is not exclusively for individuals with an inflammatory 
disease. Our findings suggest that depression could be due to an increase in low grade 
inflammation, which increases NA and decreases PA. In addition, our studies suggest that 
in healthy individuals, a decrease in PA, and not an increase in NA, is much more impor-
tant than assumed to date. 

Group versus individual
In this thesis, the difference between group averages and the individual is highlighted. 
Group analyses describe characteristics of the group, and show what is true for all indivi-
duals combined, but they are not necessarily informative on what is true for the individual. 
In addition, the within-individual variation and processes are overseen. As we showed in 
chapter 6 and 8, the associations found within-individuals can be of a complete different 
sign or size. However, analyses at the within-individual level require a different statistical 
approach, compared to analyses on between-individual level, but development in that 
field is going strong55. 

Multidisciplinary approach – technical implication 
In relation to the previous paragraphs, a crucial issue emerges, which cannot be ignored. 
At a time in which big data, modern technology and advanced statistics are the main tools 
to make progression in the field of medicine56, every researcher has to acknowledge that 
comprehensive research cannot be done without qualified scientists from other disciplines. 
This thesis is an example of the fact that research and medicine became in the preceding 
years a multidisciplinary field. We live in an ecosystem enabling digital lives, providing 
information on patient’s health and helping to identify (potential) health problems. Howe-
ver, embracing complexity in medical research forces us to find a way to handle big data. 
In addition, when studying systemic health, and trying to understand the bigger picture 
of the etiology of disease, a holistic approach is important57. We showed for example 
that life style factors, and psychological processes influence health. Therefore, when one 
wants to make progression in the field of medicine, it is inevitable to include multifactorial 
aspects of health, and work within a multidisciplinary team. Moreover, it is necessary to 
accept that knowledge of one person is limited or even insufficient to perform studies by 
oneself, and that a multidisciplinary approach is unavoidable. 
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Positive psychology as a therapeutic approach, and in daily life 
Based on the findings in this thesis, and other literature which shows a beneficial role of 
PA54, I would suggest focusing more on health instead of disease. For example, treatments 
in psychiatry and psychology are mostly focused on decreasing NA, depressive feelings, 
and anxiety. The aims of the treatments are increasing acceptance of the symptoms, 
change towards healthier behavior, increasing problem solving, and reducing anxiety and 
stress58–60, which all target aspects that are al strongly associated with NA. Focusing on 
PA might increase the effectiveness of treatments for psychopathology. Positive Psycho-
logy is a growing discipline, which is less focused on pathology, and more focused on the 
strengths and virtues of individuals. Besides the benefit of just feeling happier, a happier 
brain also seems to be more flexible, creative, integrative, open to information, and effi-
cient61. It also shows more variety and accepts a broader array of behavioral options62. 
This could mean that a happier brain is also more open to therapeutic options provided. 

Positive psychology can improve health, happiness, and social relations54,63. We sho-
wed that PA might play an important role in health of individuals. Large amounts of fi-
nancial aids are given to research to cardiovascular disease and cancer, in comparison to 
research on positive psychology. However, the use of simple solutions on a large scale can 
result in considerable effects. Implementing accessible strategies focused on increasing 
PA and a greater well-being might, on long term, improve quality of life and health on a 
national scale64,65. 

Strengths and limitations 

The studies described in this thesis have several strengths. First, the studies are a combina-
tion of cross-sectional and longitudinal studies, which allows studying the effects of affect 
at both the group and the individual level. Second, several unexplored biomarkers are 
studied in this thesis, for example Fractalkine, IP-10 and MIP-1β. Furthermore, not only the 
associations between affect and objective health as indicated by physiological markers 
were determined, but also subjective health as reflected in reported somatic symptoms. 
Lastly, we worked in an unexplored area of research, which allowed us to explore feasi-
bility of existing techniques in a relatively new area of research. 

Use of the PANAS
The studies have limitations too. First, affect levels were estimated using the Positive Affect 
Negative Affect Scale (PANAS). The validity, usefulness, reliability and interpretation of 
the scores of the PANAS have been debated66–68. The PANAS assesses high arousal af-
fect, not what is traditionally thought of as PA, for example “happy”, and NA, “sad”. To 
incorporate also low arousal emotions, the circumplex model was developed69, but ori-
ginally this model holds that emotions in the PA and NA region are polar opposites, and 
thus mutually exclusive. The PANAS does recognize the existence of mixed emotions. In all 
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studies in part 2, we used the sum score of 10 items covering PA and 10 items covering 
NA, underlining the existence of mixed emotions. However, in two studies (chapter 7 and 
chapter 8), only high arousal items were included. In chapter 6, PA and NA were assessed 
using items following the circumplex model, in which high arousal and low arousal items 
are included, but we did not distinguish between the high and low arousal items in the 
study. It could be possible that high and low arousal emotions have a different effect on 
health, but we did not study this. Therefore, we cannot differentiate between the effects 
of high and low arousal on health. We did adjust for the presence of PA and NA in each 
study, which is not typically done in studies on affect and health54, and showed the impor-
tance of PA in association to health, even when adjusted for NA. 

Life style factors 
Secondly, it was unfortunately not possible to adjust for behavioral variables in the time 
series studies. Therefore, it was not possible to see whether for example alcohol, physical 
activity, smoking or other lifestyle factors influenced the level of somatic symptoms or the 
expression of inflammatory markers. In the cross-sectional study, we showed that at a be-
tween-individual level, the use of alcohol, physical activity and smoking did not influence 
the associations between PA and AL. This does not exclude a mediation effect, or a direct 
association between affect and lifestyle factors at the within individual level. 
Generalizability
The generalizability of the results is debatable. All three studies in part 2 are done in a 
population selected in the Netherlands, two of them in the North of the Netherlands. The 
majority of the participants is Caucasian, and cultural aspects are shown to influence the 
effect of affect on health70. The diary study on affect and somatic symptoms (chapter 
6), was the only study which provided enough between- and within-individual data to 
execute a multilevel analysis. However, the majority of the participants were highly edu-
cated females, which also influences the generalizability of the study. Moreover, since we 
studied healthy individuals, it is uncertain whether the results can be translated to patients 
with somatic and psychiatric disease as well. However, we did sensitivity analyses for the 
association between PA, NA and AL, analyzing associations in individuals with a somatic 
disease and depression or anxiety disorder. Overall, especially for PA, the conclusions 
do not differ from the full model. In the study towards associations between PA, NA and 
somatic symptoms, we checked whether the individuals with high levels of NA showed 
different associations, but this was not the case. 

Plasma as the gold standard
In addition, we did not study the correlation between levels of biomarkers in urine and 
hair, and levels of these biomarkers in plasma, which is the gold standard. Therefore, 
the question remains whether the concentrations of biomarkers found in urine and hair 
correlate with plasma levels. However, as mentioned, the turnover of proteins is a conti-
nuous process, and, for example, urine is a collection of filtered blood, over an extended 
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period of time. Therefore, it would be hard to correlate urinary levels to plasma levels, 
since plasma levels reflect the momentary circulation of biomarkers. Not only the corre-
lation between urinary and plasma levels remains indistinct, but also whether levels in 
the peripheral system represent the processes in the central nervous system. However, 
we confirmed the association between urinary levels of biomarkers and affect, which 
supports the idea that the central nervous system and the peripheral system communicate 
and interchange markers. 

Future research

PA as a starting point in treatment
Working on the edge of several research fields gave us the opportunity to explore are-
as which are not fully uncovered yet. However, research findings need to be confirmed. 
The most important finding in this study is the critical role of PA in expression of health 
measures. Positive psychology is more and more implemented, and shows potential for 
the treatment of psychiatric disorders. I would suggest encouraging research and imple-
mentation of positive psychology as a basis for treatment, and in cases when standard 
treatments are insufficient or contraindicated. Also, in this thesis we showed the extensive 
heterogeneity between individuals and I would advocate for a study design at multiple 
levels (group and individual) when possible, incorporating the between- and within-indi-
vidual level in the study design. 

The (in)direct effects of affect on physiological systems 
We showed that there is an association between affect and biomarkers at the between 
individual level, also when adjusted for behavior associated with affect, for example 
smoking, alcohol use, or exercise. However on a within-individual level, we did not adjust 
for life style factors. In future studies new technologies, like wearables, could be applied 
to measure exercise, and additional questions to monitor smoking behavior, alcohol use 
and food intake. These data could be added to studies investigating the associations 
between affect and non-invasive markers to determine the effects of behavior in the 
association of affect and health markers. 

In addition, the question remains whether the HPA-axis is the only pathway in the ex-
pression of inflammatory markers, or whether the SNS has a role in this too. Since cortisol 
can be measured in urine too, it would be fascinating to study the relation between cor-
tisol levels and inflammatory markers in an intensive day-to-day study design. And also 
here, the heterogeneity between individuals deserves attention. Not in all individuals, an 
association between inflammatory markers and affect the next day was found. I would 
suggest that future studies focus on the possible causes and effects of the dissimilarities in 
response to low grade inflammation in different individuals. 
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Studying molecular mechanisms in psychoneuroimmunological pathways
Lastly, in this thesis all studies are in vivo studies in healthy individuals. Of course this 
makes sense, since emotions can only be well described by human beings. But if we want 
to fully understand the molecular mechanism of psychoneuroimmunological pathways, I 
would advocate more basic research in molecular psychology in healthy individuals, to 
map the basic physiology in healthy individuals and not only in patients. And not only in 
vivo, but also in vitro: What is the effect of chronically high levels of cortisol on endotheli-
al cells and other type of cells? Is there a difference in response of the organs and speci-
fic type of cells when they are exposed to inflammatory markers from different sources? 
What is the effect of low levels of inflammatory markers on nervous cells, and microglia? 
And hopefully one day, we will better understand the etiology of psychopathology and 
physiological effects of affect in the long run.
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